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Evaluation & Beneficiaries
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Year in Numbers
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Chairperson’s Foreword

This year marked our first full 
calendar year of work to promote 
equality and improve the lives of 
LGBT+ people in Scotland, and we 
have made significant progress with 
our strategic objectives.

There have been a number of 
highlights and I’m particularly 
pleased with the ‘Pink Saltire 
Originals’ project – our chosen 
filmmakers have produced 4 
excellent short films which help 
us all understand some of the 
most pressing issues facing our 
community today.

Offering any opportunity for people 
to step forward and share their 
own experiences, whether on trans 
healthcare or bullying in schools, 
helps us all understand the real 
impact these issues have on the lives 
of everyday LGBT people.

We continue to put this principle of 
offering a voice to the community 
at the heart of everything we do. 
For many of us, the campaigns of 
LGBT organisations in the past have 

somehow felt disconnected from 
our lives – sometimes because of 
geography and sometimes down to 
a lack of understanding. Pink Saltire 
are determined to ensure the voices 
of LGBT people around Scotland are 
heard, not just in the big cities or the 
Holyrood bubble. 

That’s why our work in communities 
this year has been so important. 
We are determined to make rural 
and semi-rural places better for 
LGBT+ people, which is why we’ve 
been working hard in Fife and Forth 
Valley to improve understanding of 
community needs and take direct 
action to improve provision.

Our Forth Valley Rainbow Heritage 
Day was a tremendous success 
and a first for the Stirling area – 
we welcomed nearly 80 guests, 
including the Provost of Stirling, to 
our event celebrating LGBT history 
and heritage.

Furthermore, our work with the Fife 
LGBT+ Network has brought about 
real change in the Kingdom, with 

our Rainbow Gala & Awards Night 
hailed a fantastic success and Fife’s 
first Pride event in July 2017. We are 
proud to be a founding partner of 
Fife Pride.  

While we continue to expand 
our profile and engage LGBT 
groups across Scotland to gain an 
understanding of the community and 
its different needs, we continue to 
face challenges as an organisation 
too. We receive no core funding 
from any public body to support 
our important work – we are 
financed wholly on project-specific 
grants, private donations and small 
fundraising efforts. Funding for core 
costs including rent and permanent 
staff posts continues to be a priority.

After a hugely successful first full 
year, we look ahead with enthusiasm 
and optimism that Pink Saltire 
will continue to make a positive 
difference to the lives of LGBT 
people in Scotland.

WILLIAM WATTERS
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Founder’s Message

Our aim in establishing this charity 
was to improve the visibility 
of LGBT+ people in smaller 
communities across Scotland and 
we’ve made fantastic progress in our 
first year.

I’m proud of the hard work we’ve all 
contributed, including the amazing 
partnerships and new contacts 
we’ve made over the year, to bring 
new voices and services to the 
community.

In Fife specifically, we have made 
significant progress working with 
the Fife LGBT+ Network and have 
very strong links with the groups 
represented here. Having the 
opportunity to address the full Fife 
Council meeting earlier in 2017 
demonstrated that Pink Saltire are 
a credible organisation working to 
influence policy-makers and help 
inform wider society on some of 
the main issues still impacting LGBT 
people in the Kingdom.

We are also active members 
of a number of other network 

organisations, including the Forth 
Valley LGBT Development Group 
and Glasgow’s LGBT Third Sector 
Voluntary Network, helping to 
engage LGBT organisations and 
activists across the country.

In particular, our relationships with 
Scene Alba Magazine (Scotland’s 
only queer culture magazine) and 
Scene Radio (Scotland’s only LGBT+ 
digital radio station) have gone 
from strength to strength. Our 
multi-media partnership is unique in 
Scotland and will provide benefits 
for those interested in podcasting, 
writing or producing video content in 
future months and years.

Although face-to-face engagement 
is still critical in communicating 
with our audiences, our online reach 
continues to grow beyond our 
forecasts. Our content, including 
original videos, published articles 
on our website and social media 
posts, has been viewed over 1.4 
million times in the past 12 months. 
We know the community continues 
to turn to online sources for their 

news and information first, so we will 
develop our platform further in the 
year ahead.

We will also seek opportunities to 
further develop our fundraising skills, 
specifically in securing longer term 
funding for core costs and to appoint 
permanent staff. There appears to 
be no sources of assistance among 
more mature LGBT organisations in 
supporting grass roots groups and 
new charities like ours. We firmly 
believe the work of Pink Saltire fills 
a gap in community provision and 
we will continue to advocate for 
a better funding deal for smaller 
LGBT organisations from a range of 
sources.

LGBT voices matter. There should 
be more awareness of the issues 
affecting our lives and the continued 
discrimination many of us face in our 
communities. Pink Saltire continues 
to champion these marginalised 
voices.

STUART DUFFY

Change in Trustees:
Resigned 20th March 2017 – Miss Nicola Byrne

Appointed 20th March 2017 – Miss Pani Kular
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Activities

Pink Saltire works hard to give voice to under-represented people with LGBT+ 
identities in Scotland, especially focussing on rural or semi-rural areas where 
LGBT people live but where they have little or no service provision, in order to 
enhance their quality of life. We operate an online news and information service 
covering topical and local LGBT issues across Scotland, as well as community 
development and capacity building work in a number of communities. In 2016-17 
our community work focussed on areas including Fife, Dundee and Forth Valley, 
where LGBT voices have traditionally been lacking.

LEARN
• Understanding the needs of 

communities through new     
research 

       (Fife, Forth Valley, NE Scotland)

• Listening to marginalised voices 
wherever they are 

       (Trans & Intersex engagement)

• Creating channels for feedback on 
social media

• Creating new opportunities to 
engage LGBT people 

       (Forth Valley LGBT History event)

SHARE
• Offering a platform to have your 

story heard                
       (pinksaltire.com)

• Innovative engaging social profiles 
(NGICNS interview)

• Creating a voice for Scotland’s 
LGBT+ journey, sharing original 
video content for new audiences 

       (PS Originals films) 

• Helping inform policy and law 
makers on real lived experiences of 
LGBT people 

       (LGBT Cross Party Group)      

• Sharing best practise with new 
networks 

       (Fife Rainbow Lunch) 

CELEBRATE
                                                     
• A place to champion inspiring 

people 
       (Tommy Clarke, Volunteer of the    
       Year interview)

• Bringing communities together for 
the first time 

       (Fife Rainbow Gala)

• Bringing Scotland to the World 
(Live broadcasts from Pride 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Alloa and 
West Lothian)

• Collaborate with business to 
improve diversity and equality 
around Scotland 

       (Arnold Clark relationship)
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Pink Saltire Originals

Original Content From Scotland 
Providing a voice for Scotland’s LGBT+ community

TImE FoR INCLuSIVE EduCATIoN? 
a film by BlueStar Streaming, 
funded by Awards for All

This short film examines the campaign for 

inclusive education in Scotland and the 

devastating impact of bullying through 

the real lives of LGBT people, including 

politicians Patrick Harvie MSP and 

Mhairi Black MP. It also looks at 

examples of positive work by 

the TIE Campaign to tackle 

discrimination in our schools.

QuEER KINGdom
a film by Stuart Edwards 
(Edinburgh), funded by 
Shell uK Community Fund

What is life like for LGBT+ people in 

rural communities in Scotland? This 

film explores the personal experiences of 

the community in the Kingdom of Fife and 

the work to improve equality in the region.

INTRoduCING INTERSEx
a short film by Microdot Films 

(dundee), funded by 
Awards for All

In a first for Scotland, this short 

film explores the falsehoods and 

misunderstanding faced by intersex 

people and offers a basic understanding to 

LGBT people on how they can support the 

intersex community and be effective allies for 

intersex human rights.

SCoTTISH, TRANS & PRoud
a short film by Kate Adair (Glasgow), 

funded by Awards for All 
and Scottish Trans

These 2 short films follow the real lives 

of Scotland’s trans and non-binary 

community and explores the issues 

faced in accessing healthcare 

through the gender identity 

service and also the new Equal 

Recognition campaign.
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Making a Difference

Pink Saltire helped to shine a light on 

the people and organisations that work 

tirelessly to make the Kingdom an even 

more welcoming place for LGBT people. 

The Fife Rainbow Awards were a testament 

to their hard work, delivering such a high 

quality event with a diverse audience to 

celebrate all the good work that happens.

– Nathan Sparling, HIV Scotland

Scene Radio is proud to be a 

partner working alongside Pink Saltire. 

The partnership allows Scene Radio to 

extend its reach beyond radio. Similarly, 

Pink Saltire has access, not just to a growing 

Scottish listening audience, but also an ever-

increasing worldwide listenership. This strong 

relationship can only be a massive positive 

for the Scottish LGBTI+ community. 

– Paul Woodland, Founder & director, 

Scene Radio

We enjoy a strong working relationship with Pink Saltire, helping bring news 
and reviews of the Arts and Culture within the LGBT 

community across the whole 
of Scotland. – Gerard Hall, Editor & owner, Scene Alba magazine

Pink Saltire has been a vitally important arrival within the LGBT third sector. In particular, 
their work in reaching out to often forgotten pockets of the LGBT 

community across rural Scotland has been crucial. We collaborated with Pink Saltire to 
produce an Original short film, focussed 

on our campaign for LGBT-inclusive 
education in schools. During this process, 
many young people were involved and 
given a platform to share their stories.

 – Jordan daly, Co-Founder, TIE Campaign

Pink Saltire have 

refreshed the LGBT+ community 

within Scotland, especially within Fife.  

They have not been around long but have 

made such a huge positive impact in my 

local area and further afield.  They are always 

sharing news, updates and events that can 

benefit local people. – Jordan mcGhee, 

Sky plc

I was honoured to be asked to speak at the Fife Rainbow 
Gala about my own experience of coming 

out as transgender in a small rural community. 
It is extremely important that stories such as mine 

be shared to help others in similar situations feel 

that they are not alone and organisations like Pink 

Saltire play a vital part in getting these messages 
out into the community. – Justine Smithies, 

Trans Activist & Co-Chair of Grampian Pride

Fife Centre for Equalities 

would like to commend and 

acknowledge the contribution Pink Saltire has 

made to advancing inclusion as one of the key 

partners of Fife LGBTI+ Network. We are pleased 

that we have a Fife based LGBT organisation who 

champions the needs of LGBT people and we look 

forward to our continuous partnership to make Fife 

an inclusive place to live, work or study. 

– Nina munday, Fife Centre for Equalities
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Pink Saltire provided much needed 

help, support and guidance to us at West 

Lothian Pride to ensure our event was a 

success. Their support in terms of having an 

information stall at the event, participating in 

the Pride March with their branded vehicle, 

promoting our event via their social media 

platforms and indeed broadcasting the event 

live contributed to an increased awareness of 

our event across the LGBT+ Community.

 - maggie Archibald, Lead organiser, West 

Lothian Pride



Financial Review

INCOME
£33,058

EXPENDITURE
£31,887

Restricted
£21,075

Restricted
£21,581

unrestricted
£10,306

unrestricted
£11,983

Charity Name:   Pink Saltire SCIo

Registration No:   SC044851

Registered Address:  New Volunteer House, 16 East Fergus Place, Kirkcaldy, Fife KY1 1xT

GRANT INComE FRom: 
Big Lottery Fund Awards for All, Big Lottery Fund Celebrate, Shell uK Community Fund, 

Fife Council, Fife Charities Trust, 4 Winds development Trust, Kingdom Housing Association, 

Fife Centre for Equalities
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Future Plans

• Delivery of Fife’s first Pride event – July 2017

• Increase quantity of original written content on pinksaltire.com

• Expand community development work in new areas around Scotland

• Launch training and mentoring programme to improve multi-media skills

• Develop a research tool as a free community resource

• Attract longer term funding to secure the charity finances and employ   
          permanent staff

• Strengthen key relationships with LGBT media partners Scene Alba magazine  
 and Scene Radio
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Celebrating Success



Pink Saltire SCIo
New Volunteer House,
16 East Fergus Place,

Kirkcaldy,
Fife,

KY1 1xT

Tel: 01592 645340
E: info@pinksaltire.com

W: pinksaltire.com


